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By Leo Strauss : Socrates and Aristophanes  the symposium ancient greek is a philosophical text by plato dated c 
385 370 bc it depicts a friendly contest of extemporaneous speeches socrates 469 399 bce socrates is one of the few 
individuals whom one could say has so shaped the cultural and intellectual development of the world that Socrates and 
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Aristophanes: 

0 of 1 review helpful A very good guide for Aristophanean research By ikarionas It s a very good book that 
psychoanalyze the dramatis personae of the Aristophanes comedies and give many informations about each play 
Surely despite of the date of this book and the many new books about the same thematic it s a classical book that 
everyone who wants to occupy with Aristophanes in general shoul read 20 of 21 review help In one of his last books 
Socrates and Aristophanes Leo Strauss s examines the confrontation between Socrates and Aristophanes in 
Aristophanes comedies Looking at eleven plays Strauss shows that this confrontation is essentially one between poetry 
and philosophy and that poetry emerges as an autonomous wisdom capable of rivaling philosophy Strauss gives us an 
impressive addition to his life s work mdash the recovery of the Great Tradition in pol From the Back Cover In one of 
his last books Socrates and Aristophanes Leo Strauss examines the confrontation between Socrates and Aristophanes 
in Aristophanes comedies Looking at eleven plays Strauss shows that this confrontation is essentially one between 

[Download free pdf] socrates internet encyclopedia of philosophy
a brief discussion of the life and works of socrates with links to electronic texts and additional information  epub 
symposium by plato part of the internet classics archive  pdf socrates left no writings of his own thus our awareness of 
his teachings comes primarily from a few ancient authors who referred to him in their own works see the symposium 
ancient greek is a philosophical text by plato dated c 385 370 bc it depicts a friendly contest of extemporaneous 
speeches 
socrates wikiquote
socrates was a colorful figure in the history of greece and through disciples like plato influenced western thought his 
beliefs in the quest for truth and human  textbooks apology by plato part of the internet classics archive  pdf 
download although many of aristophanes criticisms seem unfair socrates cut a strange figure in athens going about 
barefoot long haired and unwashed in a society with socrates 469 399 bce socrates is one of the few individuals whom 
one could say has so shaped the cultural and intellectual development of the world that 
socrates greek philosopher socrates biography
a basic level guide to some of the best known and loved works of prose poetry and drama from ancient greece the 
clouds by aristophanes  Free  a basic level guide to some of the best known and loved works of prose poetry and 
drama from ancient greece aristophanes  summary a line by line analysis of platos apology written by kelley ross 
concise article on the historical context of this movement 
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